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BringITon!BringITon!

ringITon! – or how to bring new IT ideas, projects and technologies into the business 
world – is a biennial workshop aiming at creating synergies between academic IT re-
search and the market.

 The BringITon!-2014 Workshop, the third in the series, is organized by the ”Alexandru 
Ioan Cuza”  University of Iași – Faculty of Computer Science and Faculty of Economy and Business 
Administration, ”Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iași – Faculty of Computer Engineer-
ing and Automatic Control, the Iași Branch of the Romanian Academy – Institute for Computer 
Science, Romanian Association for Artificial Intelligence, and Romania Chapter of the Association 
for Information Systems. The event grew smoothly, gaining many important partners and gener-
ous sponsors, among which, this year: Bentley Systems Romania, Mind CTI, Teamnet, Continental, 
Xerox, Ness, Softvision, to which organizers are very grateful. Apart from the two Iași universi-
ties that host IT education, ”Alexandru Ioan Cuza” and  ”Gheorghe Asachi”, four other Romanian 
universities, from Bucharest, Craiova, Sibiu and Suceava participated to the event with project 
proposals. 
 The event took place on November 14 and 15, 2014 in the Senate Hall and the Hall of 
the Echoing Steps of the University Palace of Copou, Iași and it gathered almost 100 participants 
(authors, tutorialists, invited speakers, jury members, reviewers, organisers, student volunteers, 
IT professionals, media people, general public). We hope that this edition will develop further a 
bridge, that we envision stronger and stronger, between the Romanian academic IT-research, the 
business world and the market.
 The 28 projects presented at Bring IT on!-2014 fall into the following topics:

B
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   1.    Biotechnologies
   2.    Embedded Systems
   3.    Entertainment Software & Computer Graphics
   4.    Image and Video Processing
   5.    Information Security
   6.    Intelligent Agents and Robotics
   7.    Intelligent Data Analysis
   8.    Natural Language Processing
   7.    Intelligent Data Analysis
   8. Natural Language Processing
   9. Networking & Communication
 10. Soft Computing
 11. Software Modeling
 12. Software System Engineering
 13. Software Verification and Analysis
 14. Web and Mobile Technologies
 15. Information Security

The editors
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Web and Mobile Technologies,
Embedded Systems,
Intelligent Agents & Robotics

Smart Hotel

1. OBJECTIVES 
This project is a smart home web-mobile hybrid application designed for hotels. The goal is to control 
room access, lights and power sockets from a mobile device. Users will use a mobile app that can con-
trol everything in the rooms they have access to. Hotel reception can give access rights to guests and 
maintenance staff to a room for a given amount of time, or even in predefined intervals. At all  times 
the server can log if the door is accessed, receive information if there is presence in the room, power 
consumption, and so on for monitoring.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The project is composed of a central hotel server, 
one embedded controller [3] per room, one mobile 
device for each staff member/guest and a continu-
ous connection through Ethernet or Wi-Fi.
 The embedded hotel room controller inter-
acts with the physical elements of the room: power 
plugs, lighting solutions, door lock, motion sensor 
(figure 1). The hotel server communicates via Eth-
ernet with all controllers using basic socket com-
munication, but also accepts requests from mobile 
devices and reports from the room controllers. This 
is done via the Room Management Module. The 
functionality of this module and user profile man-
agement are offered to other applications using 
web services [2]. 
 The personal mobile device can identify the 
user and exercise control over the assigned room in a meaningful way to the guest/staff member. 

Figure 1. The main diagram

Cristian TOTOLIN, Alexandru SPERILĂ, Alexandru MITRICA, Sorin ILIE
University of Craiova, Department of Computers and Information Technology

ilieviorelsorin@gmail.com
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When the user interacts with the GUI, web services are invoked from the server via Wi-Fi.
3. USE CASES
A possible use case scenario could be the initial check in. A guest has registered in our system via 
internet and has booked a room at the Smart Hotel. He installs the android application [1] and logs into 
it. When he arrives at the hotel, there are no forms to complete and no keys to be handed out as the 
guest has access to his room and all the public spaces in the hotel via the mobile application. The app 
also allows him to open doors, control lights and communicates with hotel staff. Hotel staff can access 
the rooms between given timeslots and their access can be logged. A guest can withdraw access rights 
of the cleaning staff by activating the “Do not disturb” functionality. 
 An adjacent scenario would be if the guest uses the conference room of the hotel. In this case 
the guest can give access right to specific people using the profiles in the system. Further improve-
ments that can be envisioned for the future are: i) a live bill monitoring system , ii) artificial intelli-
gence can be installed on the server in order to maintain and to meet the guest preferences.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Further information on the project website: sites.google.com/a/ids.software.ucv.ro/smart-hotel/ 
about. This is a student project designed for training and Internet of Things proof of concept, not for 
mass production. Thus, we have created this distributed project in such a way that it’s scalable to any 
hotel size and is based on widely used interconnectivity solutions such as Wi-Fi and Ethernet. The 
system is based on web services which are independent of the mobile application operating system. 
In its current form, the prototype is a system for remote control and a logging, and therefore it is ready 
for deployment in a real world scenario.
5. REFERENCES
[1] Android Developer Manual http://developer.android.com/, accessed June 2014
https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2005/02/cryptanalysis_o.html

[2] Leonard Richardson, Sam Ruby: RESTful Web Services Web services for the real world, ISBN: 978-0-
596-52926-0, publisher O’Reilly Media, 2007

[3] Intel Galieo online manual, accessed June 2014
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/do-it-yourself/galileo-maker-quark-board.html
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Embedded Systems,
Web and Mobile Technologies

SmartHeating

1. OBJECTIVES 
SmartHeating is going to be a device which connects your smartphone with your home central heat-
ing using your smartphone’s GPS. Although, chronostats could be a resource saving solution, it would 
not be the best solution for families with a busy schedule and irregular working patterns, therefore 
not knowing when exactly they would be coming back from work, so owning a chronostat would be 
inefficient.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The actual device will be an improved version of a chronostat and, to minimize production costs, we 
have decided to use the Arduino technology because it is the easiest to implement. Out of the main 
components of a typical chronostat, we would only need to add the Arduino processor, a tempera-
ture sensor and a wi-fi board. Our project stands out from the others precisely because of its user 
friendly interface and its automatization capabilities. The main purpose is of course, connecting the 
central heating to the users’ smartphones, for which we will develop an app. Due to the aforemen-
tioned properties, when set to auto function, the user would only need to set the desired tempera-

Andreea ANDREI, Corneliu GRIGORII, Dan LAPTEACRU
“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, Faculty of 

Computer Science 
andreea.andrei@gmail.com, corneliu.grigorii92@gmail.com, danlapteacru@gmail.com 

Figure 1. Finished Housing classified by central heating, financial resources and residence areas
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ture. Smartstat’s software will be able to receive data about outside temperature, the distance from 
the nearest smartphone connected to the thermostat and retrieve other data regarding the average 
heating time of the apartment/house in order to statistically and accurately calculate optimal time at 
which the central heating should start. When set to manual, there will be some simple options such 
as starting or shutting down the central heating, but also change the predefined desired temperature. 
On top of the mentioned features, which on their own surpass the capabilities of a chronostat, the app 
will also be able to collect data about average monthly consumption and expenses. On the actual de-
vice we will also implement a screen for a better user experience. In case of malfunction or software 
errors, they will be reported to the developers and distributors.
 At an approximate production cost of only 40$, the SmartHeating device will become, in our 
opinion an integral part of a smart home where the key aspect is connectivity and efficiency. The 
average recommended retail prices for a simple chronostat vary from 33-650$, but our product will 
address the middle prince range for our target audience.
 Starting from 2006 up until now, in Romania, the installation of central heating systems has 
been continuously growing which is why we believe our product is viable on the market.
3. USE CASES
i.)Mister Smith is the first one to leave the family home, at 6:50 AM, his wife leaves two hours later, 
because she starts work at 9 AM, their children are studends, so their program is much more  flexible, 
having classes at different times, on different days, but they’re always the last ones to leave their 
home. SmartHeating is always watching, and when the last smartphone is 200 m away it  shuts down 
the central heating, to save resources.
ii.)When Mrs. Smith is nearby home, Smartstat has calculated when to start the central heating so that 
by the time she arrives, the house will be nice and warm.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
We wish to bring this innovative product in people’s homes and make them fall in love with this amaz-
ing and cost saving device. For this project we will need an telecommunications engineer for hard-
ware and an IT specialist for software development. We thereby address potential investors whom 
are interested in our concept and we are certain that it is an unique concept which deserves to be 
implemented as it a product tailor made for the individuals whom are interested in making their home 
smart by implementing new eco-friendly and cost saving technologies.
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Decentralized monitoring of smart 
environments

1. OBJECTIVES 
While sensing technology is ubiquitous nowadays, current approaches (e.g. ambient intelligence ap-
plications) are heavily dependent on specific technology and software, lack compositionality and 
scalability. We attempt to tackle this issue and propose a flexible, technology-independent frame-
work, which is able to perform complex environment observations, in order to assist humans in their 
daily tasks.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
Our proposal relies on abstractions called “monitors”, which can be anything from car speedometers, 
to pulse and EGC readers. They have limited ability to observe the environment. But when combined, 
monitors can detect complex environment changes. For instance, the speedometer, the seat pressure 
and seat-belt sensors can jointly detect that the driver has forgotten to fasten his seat-belt. Similarly, 
multiple medical monitoring devices can detect subtle changes in a patient`s condition.
 We take a step further, and consider that monitors are mobile and can sometimes commu-
nicate. For instance, basic motion sensors found in houses today are not programmable nor do they 
support WiFi. However, smart-phones can be programmed to interact with them (e.g. via infrared) 
and can also detect noise and light brightness. When combining the two we can detect that a room 
is empty (or people are sleeping), the lights (or the TV) are on, etc. If more smart-phones participate, 
more subtle observations are possible, which include human mobility patterns, interactions between 
humans, etc. Monitors may act (e.g. turn off the light from an empty room, decrease TV volume if peo-
ple are talking) or simply make notifications. If monitors leave, the entire system falls back to basic 
observations. The key insight is that change does not affect operability, but simply system capabili-
ties. Thus, our system is able to harvest individual monitoring ability, and put it to use to its full extent, 
whenever possible, wherever possible.  
 We rely on techniques for the runtime verification of distributed systems, a setting which 
shares some of our assumptions: monitors have limited sensing capability, limited resources (e.g. 

Matei POPOVICI
POLITEHNICA University of Bucharest

matei.popovici@cs.pub.ro
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memory). We generalize this setting by also taking mobility into account. Whereas in standard verifi-
cation techniques communication is taken for granted and is not an issue, in our setting monitors are 
mobile, can interact and coordinate. Thus, our proposal is, in our view, attractive both for its research 
potential, as well as for the range of applications which it accommodates.
 We are mainly concerned with: (i) what can a monitoring system observe? (ii) how should 
monitors communicate(/organize) in order to observe a required property? (iii) how robust is a system 
against incorrect observations? (e.g. from broken monitors). 

3. USE CASES
Assume you are in traffic (or in public transportation) and you don’t have Internet access. You may 
require certain non-sensitive information (e.g. a news feed, the train timetable for the day, etc.) Our 
system may help you access such information from other mobile phones in proximity. We note that 
mobile phones need not behave as Internet proxies. Most of the required information (as is the case 
in news-feeds) may have already been cached, and can thus be shared with minimal overhead.  
 Assume you have an app which allows you to record your daily shopping, either via OCR rec-
ognition of receipts, or using information from supermarket cards. If mobile owners selectively share 
such information, then: (i) you can easily find the best price for certain products (ii) you can see which 
products are selling really fast or when there are crowds at a certain super-market, (iii) you can moni-
tor your family shopping habits (including nutrition), and compare them with e.g. your own.

4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
We believe the main advantage and potential of this approach resides in its novelty. Decentralized 
monitoring is a relatively young field with around 5-6 research articles on this topic which have been 
published in major conferences in the last two years, a number in our view – sufficient to show re-
search interest as well as novelty. 
 The application potential of our approach is also high. The development of the Internet of 
Things and the availability of a wide range of sensing devices allow numerous combinations and 
original apps to be developed. In this context, our approach acts as a unifying element, by providing 
communication algorithms which must ensure technology-independent device interoperability. 
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Web and Mobile Technologies

Restaurant Ordering System

1. OBJECTIVES 
We plan to develop software for internal management of orders in big restaurants, like software of 
banks, used to manage credits, accounts, and mortgages. We have focused on helping restaurant’s 
employees performing their tasks quickly and correct. For instance the waiters can use the mobile 
application to collect customers’ menu by clicking on some items, instead of writing them down, or 
kitchen staff can view orders from their tablets or laptops as soon as the waiters send them to server,  
without having to wait for them to come to the kitchen.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The application is a classic representation of client-server paradigm, which involves two types of 
clients: Android and Web, communicating with the server via web services and HTTP requests. The 
key feature of the application is the server, because of its role to centralize data exchanged between 
parties (e.g. menu items, orders content), feature which is not present in other applications. As a result 
the server is powered by a MS SQL Server storage unit, Hibernate mapping system, Servlets and REST 
web services. In some applications the waiter has to type the menu (e.g. “waiter io”), other provide a 
third party software where you can define the menu (e.g. “tablet waiter”), but our app provides web 
services to access the menu directly from SQL database and algorithms for rapid data transfer to 
clients. Another task of waiters, besides creating orders, is inventory keeping so while other applica-
tions focus only on creating orders, ours provides also means for persistence. For instance “waiter io” 
saves orders locally on the device, 
“tablet waiter” saves them on a 
third party software, so at the day 
end the waiters still have to record 
them manually into inventory, but 
our users can achieve this with 
only just one tap. A less prominent 

Cristian-Adrian LUCACI, Vasile ALAIBA
“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iaşi, Faculty of Computer Science
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feature of the server is scalability, meaning that software can be upgraded to support additional func-
tions inside a restaurant like employee management, product management, logs - these things are 
just a matter of some new tables and HTML pages. 
 The Android client is simple, but powerful, software, for waiters to create large orders in a mat-
ter of seconds. On the first look, the application doesn’t differ very much from other existing applica-
tions, but under the hood run threads for faster data transfer and huge lists loading, iterators to save 
memory, queries to read amounts of data, databases to save orders between application instances. 
The most important advantages of a desktop application is performance and internet independency, 
meaning that poor signal or low network capabilities will not affect users’ work. 
 The Web client is a JSF 2.0 application designed for kitchen staff to view orders coming from 
all waiters. It has the advantage of being able to run on every device with a browser, but was intent 
for desktop use. Technically the interface is composed by JSF components, Primefaces views, Ajax 
requests and managed beans. A level of performance was achieved by using JSF templates to render 
only parts of the site, making it run smoothly.
3. USE CASES
A waiter has to handle a table of customers so he taps on some items from menu and push the con-
tent on server. There the kitchen staff uses a pc to access the information. For faster item retrieval the 
application provides sorting clauses, multiple filter types, search fields. The waiter can opt to send 
the order instantly, or later alongside other ones. This is useful in offline state. The kitchen staff can 
inform remotely the waiter owner about order status by sending a notification via a cloud message 
service.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
The application is fast, stable, simple to use, so it can be dropped straight into production. If one 
part of the application (client, or server) 
needs some customization, can be easily 
achieved, since the code follows OOP princi-
ples and use open source technologies. Also 
the server can be upgraded to handle more 
operations inside a restaurant, like employ-
ees, inventories, logs. The Android applica-
tion can be used without the server, just by 
adding a printing functionality for orders. For 
IPhone clients an IPhone application can be 
easily created and then use the existing web 
services to access server’s data.
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Intelligent Agents&Robotics,
Intelligent Data Analysis,
Networking&Communication

Traffic Ants

1. OBJECTIVES 
Traffic flux in a signalled traffic light network represents a problem in the world. The number of ve-
hicles that pass through these networks, the infrastructure that is reaching its limits and is hard to 
extend and the life rhythm in the zones of interest of big cities lead to a traffic load up and to a de-
generation into problems of social and psychological nature. This project is giving a solution for this 
problem by applying a genetic algorithm over a traffic network. For this solution, a testing environ-
ment for the algorithm was needed, but also a few monitoring tools for the results it produces. 

2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The optimization application represents an encapsulation of an ANT algorithm and some tools need-
ed in monitoring. These tools include an input file generator for a traffic simulator used for generating 
vehicles on the network, an interface for the optimizing algorithm’s results and different statistics 
generators to track the progress of the optimizing process.

Vehicle generator: The input file for vehicle generation on the network in the traffic simulator can 
specify the simulator time, the starting street and the stop street for each vehicle. At interface level, 
the vehicle generator permits the selection of a target directory in which to save the generated file, 
the name for the file and two vehicle generation intervals. For each interval the start and stop times 
need to be specified (the generating interval for the vehicles), start street list (street on which the 
vehicles will be generated) and stop street list (destination for the vehicles). The ANT optimizing 
window includes the sent and the received messages by the application for an easier tracking of the 
progress for the simulation session, an option to change the values used for the pheromone trail, 
choosing a road etc. And the possibility to graphically observe in real time the evolution of the phero-
mone trail, the roads picked by the ants on each step and the evolution of the best fitness value for 
each iteration (Figure 1). The application allows you to save the dates generated by the optimization 

Robert OJOC, Adrian IFTENE
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– the roads taken by the ants on each step, the pheromone evolution.

The test environment is made from a traffic simulator that permits information exchange and modi-
fying the network configuration in real time. This alteration means adding a communication between 
the simulator and any other application that knows the communication protocol. For a simulation 
closer to reality, the application sends minimal information about the network, data that can be eas-
ily obtained in reality and receives detailed information to reconfigure the time cycles for the traffic 
lights in the network. The tools used to monitor and compare the results produced by the optimizing 
algorithm represent different diagrams and statistics that expose graphically the state of the network, 
of the iterations of the algorithm and of its results in a easy to use and modify way (as implementa-
tion). In order to compare the results proposed by the algorithms used in the system, the tools can 
save the generated data on the disk. For the optimizing algorithm implemented for this problem, 
studied and explained basic concepts are expected for an easier development of the ideas proposed 
in this paper.

3. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Car traffic is, in general, stochastic and nonlinear, so, many conventional control techniques can’t 
give optimal solutions. Also, the traffic conditions can rapidly change. In consequence, traffic signal 
coordinating strategies must be extremely receptive in real time. Because the traffic networks are 
increasing in dimension, finding an optimal strategy becomes a complex combinatorial problem. This 
project treats the problem of coordinating signal cycles to free traffic using a solution from a class of 
optimizing algorithms inspired by nature – ANT. 

Figure 1. Iteration evolution window
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Web and Mobile Technologies

“Bus U” – Mobile software application for the 
urban traveler

1. OBJECTIVES 
“Bus U” is an innovative mobile software application project, targeting smartphones users within ur-
ban areas that travel by means of public transportation. The advanced degree of evolution of IT tech-
nologies based on mobile devices gives us the opportunity to modernize towards reaching efficiency 
and performance the public transportation system, by effective informing, tracking and interacting 
with the traveler.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The “Bus U” application sustains the interaction between the traveler and the public transportation 
system. Here we explain the necessity to appraise the time lost by the client  in order to better syn-
chronize the urban traffic, eliminate laborious working procedures on the side of the public transpor-
tation service and also on the side of the travelling passenger itself, analyze and optimize the public 
transportation service towards obtaining the highest quality services and eliminating as much as 
possible financial loses reducing altogether the degree of pollution. 
 Bus U clients can have virtual money into their accounts which they can use to buy travelling 
rights or other services, and they also can recharge their virtual money balance. In order to correctly 
secure the travelling rights payments of the travelers, “Bus U” project proposes an electronic pay-
ment system (prepaid cards, virtual money, and e-payment solutions for credit cards) and also an 
electronic verification system which employs RATP employees to e-verify passengers (e-)travelling 
rights through an interface in the app.
 For all the operations explained above, the application makes use of SQL, querying specific 
database tables made to store tickets and subscriptions and their validities for each client, through 
specific app employee interfaces with the use of a data connection to a cellular network or if present 
to a Wi-Fi network. Also in order to locate the cars, we are going to retrofit them  with GPS modules, 
to find out their location at 10 seconds interval, to transmit the location coordinates to an electronic 
monitoring system and finally to the requesting clients.
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Supporting technologies for this kind of electronic implementation include the following: mobile OS 
platforms like iOS, Android, Windows Phone, location technologies through GPs modules (GNSS with-
out mapping), database technologies like PGAdming or Oracle, and communication through cellular 
data like GSM, or Wi-Fi.
3. USE CASES
The credit type tickets – Helps replacing the real ticket with a virtual one through an electronic travel-
ling rights system which is already safe, practical and easy to use, just like prepaid SIM cards. 
My Bus – Helps to inform the traveler and make a more efficient use of his precious time, simultane-
ously optimizing the flow of transportation means and eliminating traffic jams. 
Traffic info & directions – This aspect is referring to the way we support the traveler through geoloca-
tion (GPS and POI) and directions. These two combined functions represent the core of the app, an 
excellent guide for urban travelling, and - last but not least - for connecting the user with local sights, 
and with the socio-economic environment (shopping, food supply, and administration businesses). 
Help-a-friend – Departing from the idea of credit that a traveler can have and spend within the app, 
Bus U emphasizes the credit transfer typology that explains helping a friend that is in need of a cer-
tain amount of credit, to immediately buy travelling rights or side services offered in the app.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Developing such a unique electronic support system for the urban travelers, help to modernize at 
first the public transportation system, making it more user-friendly by efficiency (rapidity, eliminating 
lost time), comfort (intelligent use, traffic jams avoiding) helping this way the increasing quality of the 
public transportation. On the business side, this projects generates profit from electronic travelling 
rights sales, (tickets, subscriptions, recharging cards, businesses information, Premium user accounts), 
generates capital (company, offices, IT infrastructure), generates electronic, tracking, monitoring and 
analyzing infrastructure, (GPS, GSM, smart type devices) and generates jobs, (developers, statisticians, 
assistants, managers, technicians). Bus U offers ad space on the footer section of the application 
screens, in order to take financial advantage also from the advertising business by means of ad part-
ners.
 In all, this project has a relatively high potential to generate profit, and also we can proudly 
point out that it monopolizes the mobile software application market economic sector orienting itself 
especially towards the public services.
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Web and Mobile Technologies

Buy-SQ: Buy- Smartly & Quickly

1. OBJECTIVES 
Buy–SQ is an application for mobile commerce that will change the way in which customers shop in 
supermarkets and shops. The app allows shoppers to scan 
the purchases using their smartphones as they shop and 
check out .Using Buy-SQ the users will learn to make shop-
ping in an efficiently manner, so shopping will be a pleas-
ant experience for those who don`t have so much time to 
spent on this activity.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The application will consist of two interconnected mod-
ules with more functionalities that is: First Module – offers 
the possibility to create a list of items intended to be pur-
chased and, depending on the customer and item’s  loca-
tion, Buy-SQ will arrange the items list by their location and 
by department and will return the shortest way to be item 
to be purchased with less effort. Second Module – will allow 
users to scan the items QR or barcode using their smart-
phones or any other gadget which has an incorporated 
video camera and internet connection. When the customer 
finishes shopping, Buy-SQ offers the option to verify the 
total payment and s/he can complete it by pressing “Make 
Payment”, which is connected to the client’s credit or debit 
card.  
 Buy-SQ has important advantages: 
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Figure 1. The main diagram of the Shopping process
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 i.) The possibility  to create a shopping list from your home (by scanning a smart fridge);
 ii.) The application can define an optimal route through the store based on the shopping list;
 iii.) The application provides the guarantee of total amount continuous checking so you don’t 
have to be in the position to  pay  more than expected;
 iv.) Safe–bank card details are encrypted and stored only on the personal phone;
 v.) Easy - Buy-SQ can be used with any MasterCard and VISA credit.
3. USE CASES
Step 1: The customer, using a smartphone with a photo camera and operating system Android or iOS, 
launches Buy-SQ which generates a list of the items that can be found in the store, organized by cat-
egories. Step 2: After s/he has chosen the items that s/he needs, the app arranges them according to 
their location and department.  Step 3: The customer clicks “Generate Route” and the app generates a 
map with the location of the supermarket items organized by departments and also the way that the 

customer will follow it. Step 4: When the customer chooses 
any item from the shelf and clicks “Scan Item”, the app au-
tomatically adds the item to the shopping cart. Step 5: Once 
the client has finished shopping, s/he can check how many 
items are in the shopping cart and how much s/he has to 
pay by clicking ”Check Total”. S/he can complete the pay-
ment by pressing “Complete Payment” and s/he receives a 
confirmation message of payment.  
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Buy-SQ is an amazing app that will change the way in which 
customers shop. It outlines the future of mobile applica-
tions of its kind, which means it should come to the atten-
tion of those who want to invest in something truly revo-
lutionary and satisfying for both users and investors. This 
application can be an alternative to the RFID technologies 
that failed to penetrate due to the reticence about a tech-
nology that offers the possibility of a continuous checking 
of the total payment.  

Figure 1. The main diagram of the Shopping process
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Information Security

Pocket Accountant

1. OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of the “Pocket Accountant” application is to help the user to manage his costs and 
revenues. The application can be seen as a pocket accountant because it is developed for mobile 
devices which are always with us.  This application is addressed to 
individuals who register complex revenues and expenses like: bank 
rates, salary, rent, shopping etc.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
There are a lot of similar applications that can be downloaded for 
free from Google Play or App Store. Some of these applications are 
really good, but they are difficult to use because a user has to add a 
lot of data when he tries to register a cost or revenue. For example, 
when using an application from Google Play like HandWallet Ex-
pense Manager, we have to manually add information like:  current 
date, amount, description, currency etc. The difference between 
HandWallet application and ours is that we have not to add manu-
ally all that information. When the photo of the receipt is taken and 
is added to the application, it will automatically take the following 
data: date, currency, total amount and provider using OCR technol-
ogy.
 Optical character recognition (OCR) is a technology widely 
used as a form of data entry from printed paper data records. There 
are many applications that use OCR technology and one of them is 
“ABBYY FineReader”. The recognition accuracy is up to 99.8% ac-
cording to their official website. [1]  
 An alternative of the OCR technology could be the Barcode 
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Figure 1. The main diagram of the project
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reader. In order to be used, this technology requires a photo of every single product we buy. This 
solution could be useful when we have a small amount of products. When the receipt contains 30 
different products it will take a lot of time to scan every product. The goal of our application is not to 
scan each product, but to take the total amount of the receipt.
 The simplicity of the application is shown in Figure 1.
3. USE CASES
a. Register a cost – 1. Photo of the receipt; 2. Application is searching for keyword – receipt; 3. If 
the keyword is found, the date and the total amount will be taken automatically; 4. The cost is regis-
tered for the date found on the receipt.

b. Register a payslip - 1. Photo of the payslip; 2. Applica-
tion is searching for keywords – net pay or gross pay; 3. If the 
keyword is found, the date and net pay will be taken automati-
cally; 4. If you’re sure that you will be paid every month on the 
same date, you can set a timer for automatically register the 
revenue every month.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Today we have a lot of applications which are helping us to 
manage our finance situation. Many of these applications are 
really good by offering many functions which are very useful in 
our day-to-day activities.
 Pocket Accountant is a good solution for people who have not 
time to enter manually 5 or 10 fields to register a cost. Our 
solution fits very well both individuals and companies. This ap-
plication will make your life much better your finances and will 
become an irreplaceable application from your device.
5. REFERENCES
[1] http://finereader.abbyy.com/professional/features/

Figure 1. The main diagram of the project
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Software System Engineering

SCAR - Simplified Control over 
Accounting Records

1. OBJECTIVES 
One of the biggest challenges that both corporate and small businesses and their financial account-
ants need to undertake is to process overwhelmingly large batches of raw data from the received 
documents that make the purpose of their business. What we propose is a time and resource saving 
solution to collect data and then save it into the company’s ERP system for processing and reporting 
purposes. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
‘SCAR’ is designed to use the OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology for the purpose of 
scanning the contents of 
a business document. The 
scanning device can be 
either a standard, office 
one, or a portable/mobile 
scanning device, and it 
will be used to scan docu-
ments ranging from bills, 
receipts to payment or-
ders and so on. The user 
of this scanning device 
would select the type of 
business document to be 
scanned, scan the docu-
ment and then send it to 
the system for being pro-
cessed. 
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Figure 1. ’SCAR’ diagram
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Once the scanned document is received by the OCR application, it will be converted to editable text 
and the transactional data contained in this text will be stored in the company’s database. When 
the user selects the type of document she/he is scanning and performs the scan, the document will 
be split into separate sections, vendor information, vendee information, table of records containing 
transactional data, to consider a bill of sale as an example. This will ease processing of the whole 
document and, by using keywords from previously recorded data, the data contained on the business 
document will be collected and stored in the database of the ERP system to record the transactional 
event. 
 Working with a Data Cube to process and store the transactional data will ensure that the data 
which is contained in business documents is associated through a dictionary/index of keywords to the 
accounting records of a transactional event for the purpose of asset liability management. The stored 
data will be used to update the balance sheets of the company and for any other monthly or end-of-
the-year reporting purposes.
3. USE CASES
What we seek to achieve with the ‘SCAR’ application is to save businesses and their employees as 
much time and resources as possible. We would like to make it possible for one of the company’s em-
ployees who is working in a remote location to scan a business document like a bill of sale or a receipt 
right there on the spot, and the processing of transactional data to be left to the application itself as 
much as possible. The business document would in this way need not be manually processed and the 
data be manually typed into the system.  
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
We have thought up a project that can be implemented with the current existing technology. With a 
handful of developers, the application and the Data Cube can be successfully designed to process 
the data that’s captured by the OCR software and provide flexibility in managing financial accounting 
processes in relation with a business’s ERP system. ‘SCAR’ would be easy to use and put into place in 
a business environment, and would function towards saving a business as much time and resources 
as possible by automating existing processing procedures. 
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Software System Engineering

System based on spiking neural networks 
and actuator wires for driving 

the humanoid robotic arms

1. OBJECTIVES 
Our goal is the development of a biologically plausible neural structure that is able to easily drive the 
hand and fingers of a human-like robotic arm by controlling the artificial muscles implemented with 
actuator wires. This will give important clues for future developments of spiking neural networks that 
drive robotic arms for performing complex tasks. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
One of the main functions of the human nervous system is the muscles control. Starting from the 
control mechanisms of the natural muscle we developed a structure of spiking neurons implemented 
in PCB hardware that is able to drive the elbow of a human-like robotic arm as in figure 1(a). The ar-
tificial muscles that are controlled by 
the spiking neural network are imple-
mented with Flexinol actuator wires. 
From our knowledge, the control of 
the actuator wires using spiking neu-
ral networks was not performed pre-
viously. The structure of the spiking 
neural network shown in figure 1(b) 
is inspired from the structure of the 
lamprey motor neural areas.
 The prototype of the system 
that includes the arm, the spiking 
neural network and the auxiliary sig-
nal conversion boards is pictured in 
figure 1(c).
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Figure 1. ’The main elements of what is already implemented a) arm diagram b) spiking network structure 
for controlling one muscle c) laboratory prototype of the one-joint arm
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2.1. Current results
The results show that the excitatory spiking neurons are able to flex and straighten the artificial elbow 
by stimulating two antagonistic actuator wires. Moreover, by using inhibitory neurons that modulates 
the neural excitatory activity of the arm’s mobile segment can be flexed or straightened to specific 
target positions. Therefore, until now we implemented in hardware the spiking neural network and 
the mechanics of a one-joint robotic arm that is flexed and straightened by actuator wires. These 
wires are controlled by the spiking neural network whose activity determines the arm movement to 
specific positions.
2.2. Future work feasibility
This future project will add the actuator wires to every articulation of a humanoid robotic arm skel-
eton that includes hand and fingers. For controlling the wires of each articulation we will use for the 
beginning the structure of spiking neurons that we already tested. For implementation of the artificial 
neural network we already manufactured 1800 neurons and 6000 synapses. Considering the above 
mentioned aspects, the first phase of the project which goal is the implementation of the robotic arm 
with hand and fingers controlled by the spiking neural network is straightforward. 
3. USE CASES
The research presented in the previous section is related to neuroscience and robotics. This combina-
tion can be put into practice in multiple fields. Our vision over the potential applications is linked to 
biomedical engineering, especially the design and development of humanoid robot arms that can be 
controlled by hardware implemented spiking neural networks. The current research showed that our 

concept is viable and we intend to extend our 
work towards developing more complex sys-
tems, such as humanoid hands which will al-
low more dexterously manipulation of objects.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Taking into account the novelty of our solu-
tion (to the authors knowledge there are only 
a small amount of claims regarding successful 
use of hardware implemented neural networks 
in complex robotic systems) we consider that 
any future financial partner can benefit from 
the results related to both neural networks 
and high complexity robotic systems and their 
integration in biomedical applications. Figure 1. ’The main elements of what is already implemented a) arm diagram b) spiking network structure 

for controlling one muscle c) laboratory prototype of the one-joint arm
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Intelligent Agents&Robotics,
Intelligent Data Analysis

Advanced devices based on FES, BCI
and Exoskeletons to improve 
rehabilitation in hemiplegia

1. OBJECTIVES 
The Rehabilitation Robotics is a branch of Robotics and Mechatronics that addresses the study of 
complex robotic systems aiming to restore the human functions for people who suffer major trauma 
as a result of stroke or other neurological diseases. The most common cause of stroke is a sudden 
blockage of the arteries leading into the brain. It results in upper limb paralysis. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The aim of this research is to design and develop a Hybrid FES (Functional Electrical Stimulation)-me-
chanical exoskeleton for the stroke patients rehabilitation process. This exoskeleton supports the hu-
man arm and hand activities by using a control architecture for dexterous grasping and manipulation. 
This is a medical device that acts in parallel with one of the upper limbs in order to compensate some 

lost functions. For ex-
ample, the proposed 
solution for the intel-
ligent glove is to de-
velop a mechanical ar-
chitecture consisting 
of a cascade of articu-
lated elements, whose 
design cover as much 
as possible the ana-
tomic and functional 
finger phalanges, pro-
viding support for the 
actuation system. The 
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Figure 1. The upper limb exoskeleton
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novelty of the proposed upper limb 
rehabilitation system consists in its 
balanced control among FES mus-
cles activation and the lightweight 
exoskeleton itself creating the prem-
ises for a better recovery of the up-
per limb functions. Figure 1 presents 
the concept of the research. 
 The Brain-Computer Inter-
face (BCI) system is interfaced with 
the upper limb exoskeleton. During 
a training session, the user has to im-
agine the movement of either right 
or left hand (in random order) as instructed by a visual paradigm. While performing one of the hands 
movement imagination, the EEG signal changes its oscillations patterns in the motor cortex areas. A 
classifier which is calculated by recording that phenomenon helps the system to detect which hand 
movement the subject imagined. The visual feedback is provided in form of a bar which starts from 
the center of the monitor and it extends either to the right or left side, according to the classification 
result. At the same time, a programmed neurostimulator (inducing muscle contraction by means of 
surface electrodes electrical stimulation) induces the opening of either right or left hand, according 
to the classified imagined movement.
3. USE CASES
The system in its final form will be available for use in hospitals and rehabilitation centers (figure 2). 
Each stroke patient will have to perform 30 sessions of training with the system, one session per day. 
The recovery of each patient will be evaluated before starting the training and after once at every 
three sessions, using different methods (e.g. “9-hole PEG test”, Fugl Meyer assessment scale, GFTS 
system). 
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
We are interested to manufacture the system in Romania.
5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The authors gratefully acknowledge the support for PCCA – no. 150/2012 IHRG, 180/2012 EXOSLIM 
and 267/2014 NOVAFES projects, funded by the Romanian Government under UEFISCDI agency.
6. REFERENCES
The authors gratefully acknowledge the support for PCCA – no. 150/2012 IHRG, 180/2012 EXOSLIM 
and 267/2014 NOVAFES projects, funded by the Romanian Government under UEFISCDI agency.

Figure 2. The BCI system during clinical tests
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Web and Mobile Technologies

1. OBJECTIVES 
It is an application for wearable devices, mostly used in the medical area, that can be installed on 
smartphones, computers, laptops, tablets etc. 
 It will be used to collect information regarding the pulse, temperature, tension, the heartbeat, 
the level of the liquids consumed and eliminated by the human body. This way, it will help to moni-
torize more easily and carefully the patients and to establish some clear and secure diagnoses, in a 
very short time, based on the information regarding the fluctuation of some certain indicators like the 
frequency of the pulse, the beats of the heart etc.
 The project can be used in the medical area, mostly in: hospitals, clinics, patients and to the 
ones that want to have access to real-time information regarding their health. Also it applies to all the 
institutions that offer services to people with special needs- like autism, but also to the ones that are 
not allowed to make any effort. Finally, the application can be used in the fitness and sport centers. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The solution is an application for wearable devices (smart watches), that will work on Android and/
or IOS. Also, this device can work on two sides: as a life saviour, but also as a tracking device. On one 
hand, it will improve the life expectancy. Having real-time information send to the medical team 
about the health of a patient, it will allow putting a diagnosis much faster and making a decision 
that can make a difference on a patient’s life. Also, the one who will receive periodically information 
regarding his health can easily monitorize and take action for a better life. On the other hand, the 
application can work as a tracking device for the parents that have to leave their children with some-
one else. In this way, beyond the information received regarding their health, they will also know 
the current location of their children and what are they doing. It will have incorporated functions 
and sensors that will be using the internet connectivity to be able to send health information to the 
person who wears it. The device can be programmed to send the information at a certain time, but 
also depending on the rising or dropping beyond/under of a certain indicator. The smart watch with 
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the application installed will collect information 
regarding pulse, temperature, heartbeat etc of the 
person who wears it, at a certain period set by the 
user or permanently. When a certain indicator will 
be beyond/under some threshold, a notification 
will be send to the supervisor’s smartphone. The 
supervisor will be alerted regarding the health of 
the wearer and can take actions in time. The tech-
nologies that will be used for the application are:  
JAVA, XML, JSON, Android SDK, JBOSS and Oracle.
3. USE CASES
1. Daily life: When parents leave their children 
with their grandparents or a nanny, their worries 
are much higher as they want to know if they are 
ok, their health is good, when they are nervous 
etc.
2. People with autism: These people need a per-
manent attention and observation. Through the 

wearable devices, the supervisor will know anytime their pulse, whether the wearer is agitated or not. 
3. People with heart diseases, diabetes or hospitalized: A supervisor (a doctor or a nurse) can find out 
the cause that increased the pressure or heart rate and can act fast for the patient’s welfare.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
The project is a bright and a life saving idea that can be applied easily in the future, especially in the 
medical area. It will reduce the time allocated for setting a correct diagnosis by the medical team and 
to give the necessary treatment for the patient’s welfare. Also, the medical research will be more close 
to a solution of how to reduce the number of people that die annually because of heart diseases, ten-
sion, pulse etc. This project will be built in mostly one month by a team based on two developers and 
one tester. The necessary equipment is a laptop, a computer, a smart watch, a smartphone, sensors  
and connectivity to the Internet. Until now, this project is not implemented.

Figure 1. The main diagram of the project
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Web and Mobile Technologies

1. OBJECTIVES 
Our goal is to develop a mobile application (Android originally intended) that will facilitate the iden-
tification of prohibited food by barcode scanning for all types of allergies and illnesses directly influ-
enced by diet (cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, etc.) as well as products not so suitable in widely 
known diets (eg. Dukan diet). 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
Our app is called FoodAlert and it contains two modules easily configured by the user: module Aller-
gies / Diseases and the module Diets. Both will benefit from a similar interface, the difference being 
made by the products that will trigger the alerts after scanning.
 The process performed by the user 
will be extremely easy: after the initial re-
lease of the app running, s/he will select 
from a predefined list the allergy / disease 
that s/he is suffering of and / or diet that 
follows. Adding or removing new allergies 
/ diseases / diets can be easily performed 
by the user at any time. After the successful 
completion of this step, the user scans the 
desired product and receives a single and 
simple message of warning that the prod-
uct is or is not good for consumption (de-
pending on the selections above) and the 
prohibited ingredients of the product: “The 
product X is ok for you “or” The product X 
is not ok for you “. Also, possible gourmet 
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Figure 1. The main diagram of the project
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recipes that use that product will be displayed.
 If the product is not recommended for consumption (contains prohibited ingredients), and 
the scan is performed from a supermarket or hypermarket, the application will display a list of similar 
products, recommended for that costumer from that specific supermarket. How will this happen?
 In the first place, user’s location will be identified through the phone’s GPS sensor and the 
identification of stocks for alternative products that are going to be displayed will be made through 
the Cloud Sourcing community. Once an item is scanned, information about it will be sent to the serv-
er in the cloud (a scan means the existence of a minimum stock of a product). Also, after the feedback 
is provided to the user about the permission or interdiction to consume the product scanned, it will 
be possible to submit an estimate of the stock of items (choosing from a predefined list type: only a 
FEW products, Enough products and More Than Enough products). 
 The database problem of products and ingredients will be solved in a very simple manner by 
the user community (Cloud Sourcing): if the product is not registered in the system, the application 
will display a message that it will ask the user to scan the ingredients for that product. The interpreta-
tion of ingredients will be through OCR scanning and through conversion into structured data repre-
sentative for our application. 
3. USE CASES
Our application is mainly designed for urban people with secondary education or above, possessing 
mobile smart phones, who suffer from various allergies / intolerances to certain foods, diseases in-
fluenced by diet, and people following diets widely publicized. The application can be run from any 
location and any product can be scanned, information about similar products and stock will only be 
displayed if the scan was done in a shop whose information is stored in the cloud database.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
We appealed to the user community and the concept of cloud sourcing because through this ap-
proach we are able to remove the costs of establishing partnerships with major retail chains to iden-
tify stocks. 
 The financial benefits will come from two sources: the existence of a paid version (without ads 
and with more features) as well as from partnerships with retail chains to display their products in the 
similar products list of the application.
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Image and Video Processing

1. OBJECTIVES 
Communication with persons with neuro-locomotor disabilities is a current challenge because some 
of them are finding it difficult or even impossible. In this paper it is proposed an eye tracking mouse 
(ETM) system using video glasses and a robust eye tracking algorithm for human computer interaction 
(HCI) allowing disabled persons to use a computer and communicate with its help. The eye movement 
is detected with the help of a head mounted eye tracking device or a remote eye tracking device and 
consequently the mouse cursor is moved on the screen. Custom designed software applications fa-
cilitates internet browsing and keywords based communication. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The eye movement is recorded using a video camera. These images are then sent to a computer for 
further processing. In this phase, the main purpose is to get the coordinates of the pupil in the eye’s 
coordinate system. The next phase consists of mapping these coordinates to points in the Euclidean 
space of the computer display. The flexibility is given by the fact that the comput-
er display can actually be swapped by a pair of video glasses. The infrastructure 
we built around this eye tracking system solves the exact use cases a paralyzed 
individual would meet in a real environment. The middle-tier server stands be-
tween the patient’s applications and the caretaker’s mobile phone. Its role is to 
route the request made by the patient’s application to the right caretaker. It also 
gives each patient a list of predefined messages based on what his doctor estab-
lished it would be appropriate according to his illness.
 For the actual eye tracking hardware, the patient can choose between two 
options. The first one is represented by the eye tracker produced by Tobii while 
the second one is produced by us. Our custom-made hardware solution is pre-
sented in the image below.
 The software bundle is composed of the following applications:
i.) An emergency application 
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 This application is tied to a cloud server which handles the requests made by the application 
and routes them to the caretaker’s phone. 
 The user can choose between a number of predefined options based on the doctor’s prescrip-
tion.
 The options are color-coded based on the urgency of the message. So options like “I can’t 
breathe” are more important than options like “I’m hungry”.
ii.) A keyboard with suggestions optimized for better accessibility.
 The keyboard suggest contextual words as the user types.
 It is used where the emergency app cannot be used because the predefined message does 
not exist for the patient’s need.
iii.) An adapted web browser specially crafted for eye usage
 The web page can be scrolled by gazing at the top and bottom of the viewport.
 It has a simple and easy to use interface. The ease of access is the main focus.
iiii.) An window phone app
 Used by the caretaker. The messages sent by the patients are received based on the mes-
sage priority and the caretaker’s current load. So the system tries to equally distribute the patient’s 
requests.
3. USE CASES
The proposed communication system for patients with neuro-locomotors disabilities is based on 2 
different eye-tracking technologies and can be used by patients with no controlled movement except 
eye movement. This system will assists the patients in live saving situation when they need to express 

their basic needs at the same time helping them to communicate with other persons, 
mainly with his caretaker, even if the caretaker is not near him. Once the patient ac-
customs himself with the system, he can use the adapted keyboard for writing and 
sending custom words.  The system can be used in hospitals or at homes for commu-
nication with the caretaker or with other persons via internet. 
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
According to a study initiated by the Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation, there are 
nearly 1 in 50 people living with paralysis. At this moment, almost all known commu-
nications forms with them are inefficient. The solution proposed by us will provide a 
viable solution for them, fixing previous limitation of the older used methods. Future 
work is to improve the eye tracking algorithm to run on mobile devices like smart-
phones. That will make the device easier to use and will allow a full set of new actions 
given by the smartphones functions, allowing them to control almost all electronic 
devices, from phones to tablets and PC’s. 
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Intelligent Agents&Robotics,
Natural Language Processing

1. OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the project MyDailyLife are to create an intelligent agent that keeps evidence of 
what I do during the day, tries to understand why I do what I do, writes a diary about my daily activi-
ties and even engages in a dialog with me at the end of the day. The agent is mainly intended to old 
people in danger of or already suffering from degenerative diseases of the brain, to whom exercises 
that stimulate the memory are recommended and/or who necessitate a certain long-distance moni-
toring from family members or medical personnel.  
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The parameters used by the agent to infer the daily activities of the patient are those possibly sensed 
by a mobile phone or a Google Glass device, i.e. geographical coordinates, 3D acceleration, geo ori-
entation, light intensity, air pressure, proximity of other objects (for instance, being in my car), faces, 
nature sounds and voices. Data from sensors are partially treated locally but mainly transmitted to a 
server, where the heavy recognition and interpretation processing is done. For instance, the vibrations 
sensed by the 3D accelerometer are interpreted to detect the type of movement: sitting/standing, 
walking, running, in car, etc. and in combination with data sensed by the barometer – whether I de-
scend or I climb up stairs. When, to all these, the last recorded coordinates received from the GPS are 
added, then the agent can detect if this happens in my block of flats or somewhere else. The decoding 
and interpretation of data performed all along a whole day is saved as records of a semantic repre-
sentation, for instance in XML or RDF. This way, routine and unexpected activities can be deduced by a 
reasoning module that apply patterns and verify restrictions on a pre-recorded hierarchy of situations 
and behaviours, and a diary, made up of sentences expressed in natural language, can be written 
down by a text generation module. A question-answering module engages in a speech dialogue with 
the patient for the purpose of exercising the memory.
3. USE CASES
Peter, 82, has been diagnosed as amenable to Alzheimer. He had a rather active life till few years ago, 
and is still jogging each day and driving his car. However, from time to time he has memory drops and 
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needs constant exercises to keep his mental functions in good shape. He lives alone in an apartment 
not far from the Botanical Garden, in Copou, where and does his daily jogging. His son has offered 
him a subscription to MyDailyLife, whom Peter uses to keep daily records about his activities. He likes 
to edit himself the diary automatically produced by MyDailyLife and enjoys very much the evening 
dialogues with the system. 
 For severely deprecated people that need permanent assistance, MyDailyLife can setup alerts 
to inform family members that something dangerous is about to happen or that the patient is in an 
unexpected situation in which she/he needs immediate help. 
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
UAIC-FII has started a collaboration with a number of academic partners abroad along the ideas ex-
pressed in this project proposal. There are two ways in which we see an involvement of an investor 
in a partnership with our external partners: by including it in the consortium as an industrial member, 
then applying for an European project and, in case of success, building the system and exploiting the 
results; or setting up a consortium for a start-up. The estimated financial effort to obtain the prototype 
would have to cover one year of research and development in a team of 4 to 6 members and some 
equipment (2 servers, 2 Google Glass devices and 2 mobiles). 
5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
A prototype of MyDailyLife is under development by the students in the 3rd year in Computer Sci-
ence, as a first term project of the course Artificial Intelligence. 
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Embedded Systems

1. OBJECTIVES 
Our system can help people in the mountain area for predicting weather and, more important, the 
risk for avalanche. ABL-SAFE system can also help skiers or and therefore we implemented it inside 
an ordinary ski stick. The skier must have a smartphone to read data sent by ski stick. We focused on 
this project because we noticed that people are starting to love winter sports and ABL-SAFE can help 
reducing the number of accidents caused by avalanches. Our target market for ABL-SAFE sales are 
countries with  winter tourism based on skiing.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The automated system ABL-SAFE is mounted inside a ski stick and is capable to send a message for 
rescues teams indicating the GPS coordinates of the exposed location to avalanche. Also, our system 
has a weather station which esti-
mates the weather forecast for next 
two hours. The skier must have a 
smartphone to read data sent by 
ski stick which has few sensors to 
detect the types of snow layers 
in the area. For detecting the iced 
snow layers we use electric and 
mechanic sensors. 
3. USE CASES
On 02/20/2020 it snowed on 
Ceahlau Mountain and the fluffy 
snow was deposited over another 
layer of wet snow; the ski slope has 
an inclination of 70 degrees, there-
fore before starting skiing we made 
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a test for estimating the avalanche risk. The test follows the next steps: we checked if the inclination 
of the slope is greater than 55 degrees for each degree above the incline increases the risk of ava-

lanches, then we checked 
the temperature and type of 
snow layers. The ABL-SAFE 
system allowed us to go for 
skiing in that area. The out-
side temperature was-1 de-
gree Celsius at 12 o’clock in 
the afternoon. The forecast 
estimates for the next two 
hours the air heating by 2 
degrees Celsius. 
4. INFORMATION FOR IN-
VESTORS
The ABL-SAFE system is al-
ready designed to be pur-
chased and we are waiting 
for a company that manufac-
tures ski poles and is inter-
ested in developing secure 
skiing equipment, and also 
secure sticks for mountain 
excursions. We estimate the 
supplementary costs for in-
troducing ABL-SAFE system 
in a skiing stick or in a stick 
for excursions around 50 
euros. 
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Natural Language Processing,
Intelligent Data Analysis,
Information Security

1. OBJECTIVES 
The overall aim of our research was to improve the performance of classification and clustering algo-
rithms in text documents problem. To achieve this purpose we have considered the following aspects: 
• improve the document representation in vector-space-model paradigm by adding some an-
notations related to the Part-of-Speech of the words and to the meaning of the words (word sense 
disambiguation);
• improve the representation of documents using suffix trees representation (STDM - Suffix 
Tree Document Model) for some clustering algorithms; 
• improve the accuracy of classification for text documents developing hybrid meta-classifiers 
based on SVM, Bayes-type and Genetic Algorithms. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
Our focus in the problem of automatic prediction of the parts of speech in sentences was to the 
analysis and the implementation of methods for part of speech (POS) labeling (tagging). We have 
analyzed Non Context-Awareness Tagging Methods and also Context Awareness Statistic Methods 
in order to evaluate their applicability in the problem of automatically prediction of the POS. Some 
analyzed methods are based on the classic Naïve Bayes theorem. 
 Our research approaches for classification of text documents take in consideration the fact 
that many new algorithms exploit the synergism of simple classification algorithms which can lead to 
good results in the automatic classification of text documents. We developed meta-classifiers which 
include some classifiers based on the Support Vector Machine algorithm and the Naïve Bayes algo-
rithm. The purpose of the meta-classifiers was to choose a winner class for a given document or to 
choose a classifier which has a good chance to classify correctly a given document. Thus we have 
developed 3 major types of meta-classifiers: non-adaptive, adaptive and hybrid meta-classifiers and 
we made experiments with some voting methods.
 Our focus in clustering text documents was the comparison of representation models for text 
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documents and their use in clustering algorithms. We want to add some “syntax of document” in the 
document representation which the classical vector space model (VSM) didn’t has. In our research we 
have analyzed the opportunity of using the Suffix Tree Document Model (STDM) for representation of 
text documents. This type of representation is mainly used with the Suffix Tree Clustering Algorithm. 
We have compared two representation models using different well known clustering algorithms.
 For the algorithms we have used our own implementation using Java. In the preprocessing 
step we have used some classes from the WEKA 3.7 framework.
 In classifying and clustering documents we have obtained some good results using the meta-
classifier based on the Support Vector Machine algorithm. The results are presented in some pub-
lished papers which can be accessed from our websites. 
3. USE CASES
These ideas can be used in developing different types of applications that include identifying text 
similarities like: plagiarism detection, improving the output of the web search engines by grouping 
their results, automatic text summarization, automatic question answering and spam filtering.    
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Our team is belonging to the ACAPS Research Centre (Advanced Computer Architecture & Processing 
Systems)– http://acaps.ulbsibiu.ro/index.php/en/  from “Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu.
5. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
This work was supported by the strategic POSDRU/159/1.5/S/133255, Project ID 133255 (2014), 
co-financed by the European Social Fund within the Sectorial Operational Program Human Resources 
Development 2007-2013.
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Natural Language Processing

1. OBJECTIVES 
In a democratic society, laws govern the proper functioning of a state. People as citizens of that state 
must get to know those laws and rely on them whenever it is necessary. To avoid situations that lead 
to different interpretations [Irimescu, 2004], we present an analysis of Romanian legal language and 
several methods to semi-automatically identify ambiguous words, errors, long phrases, definitions 
and semantic relations. This research supports linguistics, legal specialists and citizens in contact with 
the law.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
This is a study that concerns the language of normative texts and more specifically, a semi-automatic 
identification of ambiguous structures and semantic relations. The corpus we have decided to use 
consists of Romanian laws: Constitution and legal codes. 
 First of all, tools as NP-Chunker and POS-tagger for Romanian are used in order to parse texts. 
Further, interpretable words („motive temeinice”, „lege specială”, „condiții mulțumitoare”), errors (în 
cazul pedepsei închisorii, abuzurilor din partea celui de-al treilea), contradictions, definitions (trigger 
verbs which introduce positive definitions are: „a reprezenta”, „a se referi”, „a se înțelege”, „a se con-
sidera”, „a se referi și la”, „a 
consta în”, „a constitui”, „a 
se numi”, „a fi”, „a exista” 
and for negative defini-
tions: „a nu constitui”, „a 
nu fi”, „a nu reprezenta”, 
„a nu exista”) are manu-
ally annotated using PAL-
inkA, an annotation tool. 
For long phrases, there is 
established a limit for the 
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number of words in a sentence (a phrase containing more than 80-100 words can lead to misunder-
standings). Patterns are extracted from manually annotated texts (XML files); the extraction is per-
formed using Twig, a module of Perl (a programming language) and finally, based on these patterns, 
other ambiguous structures are identified. Regarding semantic relations, we have distinguished four 
types of relations during manual annotation process: cause-effect relation, inclusion-exclusion rela-
tion, defining relation, component relation. Using Perl scripts, the next step is to extract patterns and 
then, semantic relations based on those patterns. 

3. USE CASES
Legislative language is ambiguous and the existence of these ambiguities can affect the text of a law 
[Popa, 2012]. Extracting definitions could represent a basis in order to synthesize legal information 
and to summarize texts. Then, an application that generates structures to correct errors, and meanings 
of interpretable terms depending on context could be implemented. Once identified, long phrases 
could be restructured so as to remove any ambiguity and to be more easily understood. The semantic 
relations already extracted could be a starting point for finding other types of relations in different 
texts and for a deep automatic analysis of a legal text [Ghiban and Trăușan-Matu, 2012]. 
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
First, this analysis is designed to help all those who come into direct contact with laws: law articles 
will be easier to read and browse, and also, the message sent will not be disrupted. In other words, 
this tool helps lawyers and specialists do their job. Then, this application based on semi-automatic 
methods can be used for different types of texts (especially, scientific texts to ascertain whether 
there is ambiguity). And last but not least, this study shows that semantic level is not an impediment 
in natural language processing.
5. REFERENCES
Irimescu, T. (2004): Normă şi abatere de la normă în terminologia juridică penală şi civilă românească,  
Ed. Casa Editorială Demiurg, Iaşi.  
Popa, N. (2012): Curs de Teorie generală a dreptului, Ed. C.H.Beck, București.
Ghiban, I.C. and Trăușan-Matu, Ș. (2012): Reţele de analiză a relaţiilor de intertextualitate [available at 
: http://www.academia.edu/4424154/Retele_de_analiza_a_relatiilor_de_intertextualitate].
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Image&Video Processing,
Natural Language Processing

1. OBJECTIVES 
Nowadays, searching after multimedia content into social networks is primarily made using the title 
and the keywords associated to resources added by users that have posted the content. The problem 
we face comes from the fact that in many cases, the title or the related keywords are not relevant to 
the resource and only after we analyse the image, can we conclude what it contains in reality. This 
project proposes that each image is connected to relevant keywords according to its content.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
2.1. Creation of gold collection with annotated images
In order to do this, the first step was to create a collection of images that was annotated by human 
annotators, while the second step was to expand this collection of images performing search on the 
Internet using keywords associated to the initial collection of annotated images. The initial collection 
of images consisted of 100 images, from different areas, which were manually annotated by 28 hu-
man annotators with Romanian keywords. Furthermore, we have implemented an algorithm which, for 
each image, counts the frequency of lemmas of the keywords associated by users and keeps those 
with a frequency of at least 4. At this step, we used also use lemmatization, the synonymy relation 
and the processing of expressions. Then, for each image from the initial collection, we added 10 new 
images to our collection, thus increasing the image collection to 1,000 images. For this, we searched 
for Google images using lists of keywords associated with each image. For the first 10 results, we ini-
tially associated the list of keywords used in the search process, followed by a process of verification, 
corrections, and additions to this list. This process was done with human annotators.
2.2. Reverse Image Search
This module uses the 1,000 collection of images with related keyword lists obtained at the previous 
step. The main purpose of this module is to generate a list of keywords that characterize an image 
given by the user. This is done as it follows: (1) the user introduces a new image, (2) behind the ap-
plications, we use the LIRE library (Lucene Image REtrieval) (Lux and Marques, 2013), which compares 
the new image with the images from our collection. It establishes a set of 20 images most closely to 
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Figure 1. Reverse Image Search when there [are (a)/ are not (b)] similar images in the collection

the new inserted image in terms of texture and colour, (3) to establish the list of keywords that we 
associate with an image and their order in this list, we apply the algorithm from section 2.1. with the 
lists of keywords from 20 similar images. Currently, for a new picture, we can identify similar images 
in our collection of images and based on the keywords associated with them, we can determine what 
keywords characterize this new image. The evaluation of this system has demonstrated that our ap-
proach works efficiently for images for which we can find similar images in our collection.
3. USE CASES
a) There are similar images in the collection (Fig. 1 in the left): This is the case when the application 
works as we wanted and it is able to build a list of relevant keywords to be associated to a new image.  
b) There are no similar images in the collection (Fig. 1 in the right): This is the case when the algorithm 
didn’t find similar images with the user image in the collection of images, and thus it is unable to cre-
ate a list of keywords that characterize it.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
The application presented in this project can be very useful when you have a new image and you want 
to know what elements it contains. After evaluating the created system, we can say that the system 
works effectively as long as the requested image finds similar images in our collection. Consequently, 
it is very important that this collection be very large. One problem that arises comes from the fact that 
the application responds slowly when the collection of used images is large.
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Image&Video Processing,
Natural Language Processing

1. OBJECTIVES 
The need of humans to socialize and share information has led to a constantly growing Web, which 
has become a support for social media. Every day, worldwide users are pushing multimedia data to-
wards their family, friends and the world at large. This is the reason why, web search has also become 
the main method for people to fulfil their information needs. While web consists in huge amounts of 
multimedia documents, searching for diverse data is not that straightforward, since most information 
retrieval systems base their algorithms on entities popularity, relevance, rather than dissimilarity. The 
exploitation of semantic structures represents a possible solution to diversify the search results if 
these structures are developed enough to cover the query space.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The purpose of the system is to enable users to create and retrieve multimedia content. The main 
steps performed by our system are (1) processing of images associated metadata, (2) user query 
processing, (3) relevant images extracted, (4) clustering of results in order to have diversification. For 
the text processing tasks, standard tools are used for POS-tagging (Simionescu, 2011), lemma iden-
tification (Simionescu, 2011) and named entity identification (Gînscă et al., 2011). After the images 
associated metadata is processed, the image collection is indexed with Lucene. In order to achieve 
diversification in the results set, the system incorporates a query expansion module that makes use of 
the YAGO ontology. YAGO ontology comprises well known knowledge about the world (Hoffart et al, 
2013). It contains information extracted from Wikipedia and other sources like WordNet and GeoN-
ames and it is structured in elements called entities (persons, cities, etc.) and facts about these enti-
ties (which person worked in which domain, etc.). In order to decide when to use YAGO, we created a 
resource based on hierarchies of Wikipedia categories. For this, we started with Romanian Wikipedia 
which has 8 groups of categories: culture, geography, history, mathematics, society, science, technol-
ogy, privacy.
3. USE CASES
Starting from a query that includes the word actor, the system decides to use YAGO because it identi-
fies this word in the list with signal words for type person. The results retrieved by YAGO are ordered 
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Figure 1. Results the query “actor” (Google Image Search in the left/ Our application in the right)

by their article length and include entities like: Ronald Reagan, Jennifer Lopez, Elvis Presley, Madonna, 
Hulk Hogan, Clint Eastwood, Linda Ronstadt, Steven Spielberg, Orson Welles, Britney Spears, Eminem, 
Paul Robeson, John Cena, Lindsay Lohan, Cher, etc. It is noted that not all entities are of type actor (for 
example Steven Spielberg), but most are.
 After performing a search on Google with the word actor, we obtain the results from Figure 
1 in the left. After performing the same search in our application with the same word, we obtain the 
results from Figure 1 in the right.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
The project addresses the diversification problem that is very important in an image retrieval system. 
For that, we perform several text processing tasks on user queries and we identify signal words re-
lated to entities of type person, location or organization. If such words are identified, we use YAGO to 
expand the user query and we perform several searches with the new queries in our image collection. 
Finally, we perform image processing tasks in order to create clusters of similar images.
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Image&Video Processing,
Natural Language Processing

1. OBJECTIVES 
This project aims to address the issue of information extraction from simple text, in a first phase, 
and then how it is augmented with information from Wikipedia pages by recognizing entities and 
identifying properties and relations between them, in the second phase. We propose an approach 
in this direction due to the complexity of the Romanian language and the fact that resources in this 
language are more limited than in English. We have chosen Wikipedia in the second phase, because 
we think it brings many advantages in the way it is structured and because it gives a large volume of 
data that can be used for what we want. The project is focused on the analysis of the first paragraphs 
from Wikipedia articles, but it can be extended to full articles.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
Firstly, the application identifies named entities in the text (which will be transformed into concepts 
and then into nodes in the graph that will be built), their features (properties of the nodes in the 
graph), followed by the identification of links between them (the edges of the graph). Then, additional 
information about the world is added in the graph (both nodes features and links between them), us-
ing Wikipedia, Freebase and DBpedia resources. 
3. USE CASES
To illustrate the results, we have chosen a Wikipedia article, where we will explain step by step what 
worked well and what did not and also we will present some statistics after the analysis of the text. 
The chosen article refers to the Romanian Wikipedia page which corresponds to the city of Paris.
3.1. Identifying concepts 
From the 27 entities identified in text, we got 11 concepts (a concept is an entity that can appear 
in the text in various forms): Paris, France, Seine, Ile-de-France, Europe, UNESCO, European Union, 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, UNESCO World Heritage Site, 2 of which 
remained unclassified: Paris club and International Chamber of Commerce.
3.2. Identifying relations
 This step involves (1) the extraction of relations already known from Freebase or from Wikipedia 
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infobox section, followed by 
(2) the identification of new 
relations in the analysed text. 
From Freebase and Wikipe-
dia we extract relations like 
“Paris – partially contains 
– Siena”, “France – capital – 
Paris”. From initial text we 
extract relations like “Paris - 
is the capital and largest city 
– France”; “Paris - contain 
3,800 historical monuments 

and four World Heritage – UNESCO”.   

4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
This project presents a way of augmenting the existing information in a text using the information 
extracted from large data resources such as Wikipedia and Freebase. The system uses a POS-Tagger 
for the Romanian language; afterwards it identifies and classifies the named entities. For these enti-
ties, the external resources mentioned above are used and concepts are identified and the relations 
between them. The problems we faced started from the results returned by POS-Tagger that are not 
always accurate, but which can be improved with some post-processing. Other problems are con-
nected to the relation identification among concepts in the text that is analysed. Sometimes, these 
relations are too detailed and they should be parameterized.
 In the future, using the analysed texts, we plan to build a resource with the features of the 
identified entities and with the relations among them. This resource would increase in time and it 
should be useful to those interested in analysing the named entities. 

Figure 1. System architecture
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Entertainment Software&Computer Graphics

1. OBJECTIVES 
This project presents a technique of playlist generation, using a type of music retrieval. In other 
words, starting from a particular song and a list of tags that describes it, the system assigns it to a 
music genre and an emotional category and searches for related songs. The classification of songs is 
made by taking into consideration two criteria: similarity and popularity. The provided music collec-
tion has songs from the majority of music genres, so that the users can be individuals of any age and 
from any social category.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
Usually, the systems that classify and recommend music use a technique of music information re-
trieval. Yet, this project uses a type of cultural retrieval based on the tags that the listeners associated 
to the songs, as it is a very strong connection between music and the feelings that listeners have. 
 The application consists of two modules: (1) A module responsible with database creation 
and population and (2) Music recommendation module. The first module is responsible with storing 
an already classified collection of music, based on tags provided by LastFM web service. The second 
module is responsible with music playlist generation, using, as well, tag analysis. Every tag has a 
frequency which reflects its popularity. That’s why, when choosing the songs for a new playlist, the 
system filters the tags by their relevance. The track lists are played using YouTube Player Tools Iframe 
API. Alchemy Sentiment Analysis API was used to establish emotional category of the song.
3. USE CASES
The application was developed in several steps. If the user does not want the application to keep a 
track of his activity, he can use it without logging in. Otherwise, he must register for an account. In 
order to get a playlist, the user must enter an artist name and a song title and the system will recom-
mend him a list of similar tracks. Also, he can tag the playlists and get similarly tagged tracks from 
database. In case he likes any of the suggested lists of songs, he can add them to his own playlist. 
Besides its main functionality, the system analyses the requested song to find whether it is a sad, 
happy or neutral one. If it belongs to first category, the user will have the option to change his mood 
by listening to a happier playlist. 
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Figure 1. An example of using the application

4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
The main goal of this project was to implement an application capable to generate and recommend 
music playlists, based on cultural music retrieval. The application is user-friendly and the playlists, in 
most of the cases, correspond to the request. 
 Future directions of development: the application can be extended to a multi-platform system 
and it can be integrated with social networks.
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Web and Mobile Technologies,
Intelligent Data Analysis,
Entertainment Software&Computer Graphics

1. OBJECTIVES 
Taking into account the fast growth of the digital music collections (i.e. iTunes, Amazon), leaving be-
hind all physical music support, such as CDs, cassettes, vinyl discs, and the arrival of portable music 
players and smartphones, the last few years have needed a piece of software that could automatically 
manage audio files in a user’s library, in a time efficient manner. The constant evolution of the musical 
industry led to a burst of thousands of new artists, willing to prove themselves, especially through 
the online environment, due to the low costs of advertising. A software application that automatically 
classifies music and creates playlists related to what the user is currently listening can bring up to him 
songs that he or she wouldn’t normally listen. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The application consists of three major stand-alone components: (1) The processing, extraction and 
synchronization module, (2) The mobile client media player, and (3) The desktop media player. 
 The first component is responsible with the constant processing, maintenance and synchro-
nization between the user’s devices. It has been developed entirely with the Java programming lan-
guage, using the IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) layer of Windows Azure. Feature extraction has 
been achieved using the JAFE (Java Audio Feature Extraction) library. The following features have 
been extracted: Rhythm Pattern, Rhythm Histogram, and Statistical Spectrum Descriptor.
 The distance between songs has been calculated by using the Euclidean distance between 
the resulting vectors, this approach having a success rate of 90% in case of a large music library (over 
1,000 songs). 
 The second component (the mobile media player, see Figure 1.) has been developed using the 
RAD Studio IDE, having Object Pascal as its developing language, which, due to its multiple compilers, 
can deploy the application to several platforms (i.e. Windows, Mac OS, iOS and Android). This module 
is responsible with playing the music on mobile devices and communication with the first module. 
The third and final module is a desktop application similar to the second module.
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3. USE CASES
Basic Course of Action:
i.) User loads songs into desktop media player play-
list.
ii.) User listens to different songs with basic me-
dia player functions implemented (i.e. play, pause, stop, 
seek).
iii.) User selects songs from playlist and synchronizes 
them with the cloud.
iv.) The Java server module processes the songs and 
prepares them for synchronization.
v.) User opens application on its mobile device.
vi.) When an Internet connection is available, a back-
ground thread will check for new available songs on the 
cloud and download them.
vii.) User listens to a song. The Java server module will 
return of list with the top 10 most similar songs.
viii.) User wants to find lyrics for the song. Using a 
REST web service the media player will display them in a 
different tab, while still playing the song.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Practically, a musicologist would spend about a week to 
sort a collection of a thousand songs. These would have 
to be carefully studied and listened to at least once. A 
software application would speed up this process so that 
audition is no longer necessary, with the classification be-
ing done based on the features extracted out of the audio signals. 
 Future directions for development would include creating a social network and adding fea-
tures like music recognition, cover song identification, and many others.

Figure 1. The mobile client media player
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Image&Video Processing,
Intelligent Agents & Robotics,
Networking&Communication

1. OBJECTIVES 
The experimental platform from our Laboratory of Robotics and Intelligent Systems (LoRIS) has two 
main goals. First it aims to evaluate real time performances of the theoretical solutions for problems 
targeted towards wheeled mobile robots. For this, various software routines, such as path planning, 
image processing and artificial intelligence inspired algorithms are used for automatically deploying 
a team of mobile robots on a platform that allows the user to build its own workspace. The second 
goal is to enrich the learning environment in academia, by putting into practice various theoretical 
algorithms from different robotics-related courses. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The setup consists of an experimental platform and a Matlab toolbox that includes routines for path 
planning, image processing and artificial intelligence scenarios targeted towards wheeled mobile ro-
bots. The platform is built such that it takes into account global information regarding the environ-
ment. This information is extracted through processing the images acquired from a fixed eye in the 
sky type video camera. Thus, real experiments can be performed for various planning algorithms that 
account global information about the environment and robot pose (position and orientation).
 Among multiple scenarios conducted on the experimental platform, we mention a sample 
gathering application. For this specific case, a team of two Khepera III mobile robots is used to collect 
randomly spread samples from the environment and deposit them to a storage facility. The environ-
ment in which the robots evolve is rectangular, with some coloured regions that represent obstacles 
(Figure 1). The samples are buttons covered with small white spots and the robots are covered with 
white discs. In order to autonomously accomplish this task, first a cell decomposition method is used 
to obtain a topological representation of the free environment space. Then, an iterative procedure 
that integrates graph search algorithms and optimization techniques generates the trajectories for 
the two mobile robots. These trajectories link the initial robot positions with each sample that should 
be carried to the storage facility, under the restriction that a robot can carry at most one sample at 
a time. The video camera closes the loop between the robots and the computer that runs all algo-
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rithms, such that the desired trajectories are followed and the task is fulfilled. http://www.loris.tuiasi.
ro/?page_id=20.
3. USE CASES
The described sample gathering experiment can mimic multiple applications, including automatic 
plans for intelligent autonomous systems of manufacturing systems. Regarding real scenarios, one 
can think at rescue missions (where casualties have to be brought by autonomous vehicles to a first 
aid facility) and collection of goods with mobile robots (as in harvesting problems). The current ap-
proach uses a supervisor computer and in future development we intend to deploy robots in a de-
centralized fashion. For this we will consider 3D obstacles instead of 2D ones and make use of the 
local sensorial information (e.g. proximity, odometry) rather than global information from eye in the 
sky camera.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
We intend to further extend the platform by including: new types of robots (car-like, quadcopter), 
new type of sensors (wireless video cameras, lidar equipment), new energy efficient path planning 
algorithms and remote access facilities for online users. All of these new features will increase the 
dynamics of learning and research and will also allow individuals to have a better understanding on 
how theoretical inputs from multiple engineering areas (software development, robotics, image pro-
cessing, control theory etc.) can be put into practice. We hope that future financial partners will assist 
us in realizing this extension, while benefiting from better trained engineers.  

Figure 1. Sample gathering deployment snapshot a) outside view; b) eye in the sky view

a.)

b.)
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Embedded Systems,
Image&Video Processing
Networking&Communication

1. OBJECTIVES 
The project’s idea is to create a more natural way and less limited approach in the remote controlling 
world. Starting from this, we made a robot, Explorer, which is fully controlled with hand signs. The 
robot can be remote controlled by anyone who has the app installed on a device with webcam. The 
app shows live streams from the local webcam and a robot. This project is also based on virtual reality 
offering high visual quality of the environment.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The Explorer project contains the physical robot (a) and an app to remote control the robot (b). The 
project is based on a client-server structure. The robot is the server which receives commands and 
returns the live stream and the app is the client. As for software tools, this project uses the Open CV’s 
libraries for more accurate results in the image recognition part inside the app. 
 (a) Our robot is built on a simple and flexible platform. The Explorer was designed in a modu-
lar way: one module can be replaced, upgraded or repaired if it needed without disturbing the entire 
system. On the lower layer of the chassis we will find the battery rack used to power the entire robot. 
On top of the battery layer we placed the motors along with a gearbox for a low current consump-
tion. On the top layer we put the CPU & Wi-Fi module in order to keep the CPU cool and to reduce 
interferences. In front of the whole assembly we embed a servomechanism which allows us to tilt a 
camera used for streaming our images through Wi-Fi to our app. Communication between robot and 
tablet is achieved over the internet. The robot collects a video stream with the Raspberry Pi Camera 
Module and sends it to user. We have used the following modules: Battery Rack, Power Supply Unit 
(PSU), Motor and Gearbox assembly, Power Drivers (for motors), Central Processing Unit (CPU) with 
Wi-Fi, camera with the tilt mechanism and chassis for the whole assembly.
 (b) As for hand signs recognition and image detection, only one algorithm was not enough. 
Our custom algorithm is implemented in three steps. In the first step we used the Background sub-
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traction algorithm. Here, the first frame is considered as background. Each frame will be compared 
with the background frame. Anything that is different in the current frame will remain as it is and 
everything else will be black. The second step receives this result as input and search for some prede-
fined colours using a “colour detection algorithm”. If finds those colours, the result will be white and 
if not, the result will be black. The third step uses the output of the second step as input for a custom 
cascade classifier training set which determinates whether the image contains a hand sign and which 
sign is. This way, we managed to associate a hand sign for every direction key, like in figure 1.
3. USE CASES
This project could be adapted for a variety of scenarios. Based on its current status, the Explorer may 
be used by museums to open up new exhibits that at present may not be open to the visitors (sensi-

tive or highly deteri-
orated artefacts that 
would otherwise be 
destroyed by human 
presence). Also, pro-
spective students 
could use such a de-
vice to explore their 
choices for future 
faculties. Provided 
that adequate sen-
sors are installed 
and that communi-
cation mechanisms 

are available, the Explorer may be used to survey areas that are otherwise inaccessible to a human 
explorer (i.e. survey gas leeks after an earthquake). 
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
If we consider the museum scenario, then one such museum owned would have to acquire 2-4 Ac-
cess Points per level, a WI-FI connection, a server and of course, a few Explorers. Based on the actual 
modules that would be needed, the Explorer robot could reach as high as 1000€. If a museum gets 
4 Explorers, 4 Access Points at 1000€ each and a server at 2000€, the museum can cover its initial 
expenses within 1000 visitors with a 10€ ticket each. 
5. REFERENCES
http://www.raspberrypi.org ; http://docs.opencv.org ; www.csee.wvu.edu/~richas/papers/tkjse.pdf 

Figure 1. Hand signs for actions that the robot will execute
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Image and Video Processing

1. OBJECTIVES 
We propose a method of enhancing the means of controlling devices through adding hand gestures 
to already popular arms tracking methods. We obtain a reliable gesture recognition that is invariant 
to indoor illumination conditions by using depth and color information obtained in a non-intrusive 
manner from a Kinect device. Our system can deal with complex operations like drag-and-drop or 
point-and-action that would be complicated without assigning different actions to different recog-
nized gestures and can be used in home entertainment, game industry, education and social interac-
tion systems. 
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
We acquire the color and depth information from a Microsoft 
Kinect camera and we construct three types of input data for 
our algorithm: a color image, a depth grayscale map and a 
3D point cloud.  This can be seen in Figure 1. 
 The advantage of using Kinect device resides in hav-
ing an infrared sensor that allows us to run our algorithm in 
low or no illumination conditions. Input data is processed in 
order to extract relevant and invariant features that describe 
the gesture. For this a histogram of oriented gradients is ap-
plied on both, color and depth gray-scale map, and a set of 
spin images is computed in the most important 3D points 
from the captured 3D point cloud. The most important fea-
tures are selected in a data compression step using Kernel 
Principal Component Analysis. In order to obtain accurate 
results we do offline training on a set of patterns of a Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. We used five classes for 
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training: open hand, peace sign, ok sign, like sign and non-hand that can be seen in Figure 2. We then 
use this trained SVM for near real time gesture recognition. Experimental results showed that the pro-
posed approach obtains a high level of accuracy in recognizing hand gestures from 3D point clouds. 
Results of over 80% in accuracy can be obtained using only depth information and with a relatively 
small training dataset.
3. USE CASES
Hand gestures are usually part of our natural way of non-verbal communication. It is particularly use-
ful to combine hand movement and gestures to send complex commands to the devices around us. 
The system is designed for robust indoor use and can be easily adapted to many general uses in fields 
such as home entertainment (movie playing, pausing, rewinding), game industry (shooters), education 
(interactive map), social interaction (picture voting system) and communication systems for persons 
with disabilities.  
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
In a growing wireless community and with all smart home devices surrounding us there is an increased 
necessity of inputting information in a different and unconstrained way than the classical keyboard 
and mouse devices. One of the key features of our product is the possibility of using our software even 

when we have 
no illumination 
in the room. The 
area of cover-
age is between 
1 and 5 meters 
which is more 
than enough 
for most in-
door uses. Our 
system uses a 
default Kinect, 
which is a low 
cost acquisition 
device. It does 

not require any additional markers or devices attached to the hands of the users and thus offers a free 
unconstrained movement possibility. With a high number of gestures that we can train the system to 
recognise this method offers limitless possibilities.

Figure 2. Successful recognition results for each considered class: Open hand pose. Peace 
pose. Ok pose. Like pose
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Entertainment Software&Computer Graphics,
Intelligent Data Analysis

1. OBJECTIVES 
Thunder Tactics is a 3D game where players creates a character, to fight with other players, connected 
at the time, or with fighters controlled by the game. Fights are “turn-based”, where each player has 
its turn for action (eg. Chess). In order to grow their power in fights, players can hire soldiers, equip 
character with different armours, obtained by shopping with virtual gold from the in-game stores, or 
by defeating fighters controlled by the server.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
System architecture consists of 4 applications (database application and the other 3 applications 
implemented for current paper). Main Server is the application with mediation role between game 
server maps. It is used for user’s registration and login, and also to send messages from one map to 
another. User Interface contains the client application (having JavaScript resources), which connects 
using Web Sockets to the Game Map Server where character that player selected on login is located. 
Game Map Server is the server application for the game map. It has the mediation role between us-
ers located on it. Database – Main Server and Game Map Server uses a connection provider that is 
created based on a configuration. Each user is assigned to a connection pool for the shard that he be-
longs to. Database shards are configured outside application code (using JNDI) (based on user regular 
expressions applied on player’s name). Each application server (Main Server and Game Map Server) 
creates a tenant context when interacting with users, in order to access the proper database shard.
 Final solution has 1 thread for each connected client, using blocking reads, but has a thread 
pool used for asynchronous writes, in order to keep the messaging processing of an user light. Using 
the module Stress Client, Game Map Server was able to handle 1200 concurrent players that were 
moving randomly on the map. This test was not 100% accurate since all 1200 clients were connected 
from the same host - this caused Game Map Server to have more than 1200 threads (1 for each con-
nected user and few others for processing things), and also Stress Client application having 1200 
threads - 1 for each client connection. In a real environment server might be able to handle more 
clients because the main problem when connecting more than 1200 (~1500) was I/O timeouts for 
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connected users.
3. USE CASES
In Figure 1 we can see two screenshots from the game. In the left picture the player is shopping items 
and hiring soldiers to get stronger for fights like in the picture from the right.

4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
One of the main advantages is that the game is independent of platforms like: hardware, operating 
system and browser (although it has to support Web GL and Web Sockets). On the other hand, tradi-
tional games that are stored locally can be more graphically detailed and faster to load.
 After a user enters the world, the game resources are stored in browser’s cache (which is lim-
ited) and if a user clears his browser cache they will have to be downloaded again. But, this means 
that a user can play the game on any computer, and he doesn’t have to worry about hardware failure, 
since this will not result in the loss of the game state.

Figure 1. Screenshots from the game
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Software Verification and Analysis,
Networking&Communication

1. OBJECTIVES 
Network Function Virtualization enabled by mass-deployment of middleboxes is more and more pre-
sent in today’s networks. Understanding and verifying network behavior (proper functioning, security 
policy enforcement) is increasingly difficult. We offer a static verification solution, SymNet, that ISPs 
or cloud providers can use for aiding network configuration, reducing operational costs and offering 
better services to their customers.  
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
Static verification of computer systems and programs, while very promising in terms of benefits, suf-
fers from complexity issues in terms of difficulty of modelling, software complexity and resource 
consumption, thus being avoided in many cases..   We propose a static verification technique based 
on symbolic execution, very popular in the field of compilers.
 Unlike testing which is an optimistic approximation - the program under test is exercised with 
a (very small) subset of all the possible input data, assuming that the behavior with any other input 
is consistent with the behavior shown for the selected subset of input data, symbolic execution of 
program code basically explores any possible execution path the program may take during traditional 
execution. This path exploration process yields an exhaustive set of possible program states that de-
scribe program execution on any allowed input. The downside of this approach is that programs writ-
ten in a general purpose language (such as C or Java) often produce a very large number of explored 
states (due to conditional or looping statements).
 Programs targeted at implementing various network functions tend to operate in a much more 
constrained environment: processing latency should be very low, memory consumption is limited due 
to hardware constraints. An example of an environment for network programming is Click. The fun-
damental constructs in Click are network elements, each implementing a simple and well-defined 
function. A network function is a processing pipeline constructed of such elements. If we reconsider 
the problem of symbolic execution complexity in this, confined, environment we observe a high re-
duction, thus making it tractable.
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 SymNet performs symbolic execution on Click network configurations  yielding at every loca-
tion in the network a description of the possible traffic. Based on the previous assumptions, SymNet 
is able to produce results timely (seconds) even for large networks (thousands of nodes).
3. USE CASES
One can use SymNet to statically (without actually deploying or running any network processing 
nodes) answer question such as: Can the Client in Figure 1 transfer data using TCP from the Server? 
If not, what is the cause? Do requests reach the Server? If so, do Server responses reach the Client? 
Are there cases in which TCP communication between the peers will not work (maybe due to packet 
inspection and filtering, etc) and what describes those cases? 

Figure 1. Screenshots from the game
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